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     Past Photographs
These photgraphs were taken to study different art principles

and to capture things in a new perspective. Notice the contrast 

of the first photograph as the sun sets and reflects its light off 

windows and water. To the top right is an abstract portrait of 

friend through the window that is reflecting the tree outside. 

The eggs demonstrate the bokeh principle. And the square 

windows demonstrate the alignment principle.



       Color Study
Red can be found in many places. The vivid color is 

powerful. The stop sign photograph to the right can   

was selected because of its interesting compostition.

Even the orange leaves of the tree in the background 

are more vibrant because of the red accent.

  Cutout Example





       

       



Flora and Fauna



 Typography



Sticks and Twigs

November Flowers

Don’t eat the berries!



        Blending
This parrot is not really part of the dusty, dark 

environment it appears to be in. After making 

a cutout of a parrot photograph, it was combined 

with a photograph of sunlight capturing the dust 

particles in the air. With these layers, the images 

blended together with various effects.

      Smart Filter
There are various options with the smart filter. 

With the smart filter option on this photograph 

of crabapples, the pencil filter option can create 

this effect. Some of the fruit and twigs reveal the 

appearance of some of the original with help of 

the masking tool.



    Priority Modes
By changing the mode to TV on a DSLR camera 

and changing the shutter speed to 1/10 of a 

second or longer a blurred effect such as this bike 

tire. With a shutter speed of 1/100 or higher, the 

stop motion effect captures quick actions such as 

jumping in the air or the wings of an insect.

Before After  Adjustment Layer
The original photograph was taken in a dark room,

so the image turned out too dark. One solution to 

this problem is to add layers for adjustment. Hitting 

command+j on Photoshop in a Mac copies layers. 

Two extra layers were used in this image to brighten 

up the photograph to an acceptable level.



   Bannack, Montana
In the ghost town of Bannack, Montana there are many

interesting sights. The rustic beauty is all around. All that 

is needed is the right vision to capture it. (And tools

such as Adobe Photoshop and a camera). The light 

captured in this photograph demonstrates this vision.



    High Dynamic Range



Bannack Portraits





Stop Motion

Blurred Motion



Speed Light

ReflectorEnhanced

Group Portrait



Perspective of 13





   
Photographer, Visual Communication Scholar, Artist, 

and Jack of all trades. Born in Salt Lake City, Utah, I’m 

Mormon and care about my family. I consider myself 

an introverted people person that values individuals 

and the opportunity to have meaningful experiences.

         
801.628.9349,   ric12031@byui.edu
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